Reversible digital clubbing in acute myeloid leukaemia
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Summary: A 43 year old woman presented with acute myeloid leukaemia, marked finger and toe clubbing, and a hilar mass. Biopsy of the hilar mass was not technically possible, but it almost certainly represented a granulocytic sarcoma since chemotherapy induced rapid resolution of the mass along with reversal of the clubbing and remission of the leukaemia. Relapse of the leukaemia 21 months later was associated with return of the clubbing. It is hypothesized that an abnormal circulation within the granulocytic sarcoma may have accounted for the development of clubbing.

Introduction

Acquired finger clubbing is commonly associated with bronchial carcinoma, pleural tumours and other intrathoracic tumours which account for 80%, 10% and 5% of cases, respectively.1 Following successful treatment of the primary disorder, finger clubbing has been known to reverse.2-4 Finger clubbing has not been previously reported in association with acute myeloid leukaemia but two cases associated with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia have been documented.3,5 A case of acute myeloid leukaemia with marked finger and toe clubbing, and a likely intrathoracic granulocytic sarcoma at presentation is described.

Case report

A 43 year old woman presented with a 2 week history of malaise, intermittent central chest pain, dry cough and drenching night sweats. She had noticed a dramatic change in the shape of her finger nails over the previous 3 months. She had smoked 25 cigarettes daily for the previous 5 years.

On examination she was pyrexial and had obvious finger and toe clubbing. A blood count showed a haemoglobin of 9.8 g/dl, white cell count 2.5 x 10^9/l (blasts 1.4 x 10^9/l, some with Auer rods), platelets 320 x 10^9/l. The diagnosis of acute myeloid leukaemia FAB4 type M1 was confirmed by bone marrow aspirate cytology and immunophenotyping. Cytogenetic analysis of the marrow showed 46,XX,NAD.

Chest X-ray showed a prominent left hilum, in contrast to a normal examination 3 months previously. Sputum cytology was negative for malignant cells. Bronchoscopy showed narrowing of the left main, upper lobe, and lower lobe bronchi by external compression with no endobronchial lesion visible. Enhanced computerized tomo-graphy (CT) of the chest showed a diffuse mass in the aortopulmonary window. The proximity of the mass to major vessels precluded histological diagnosis.

She was treated with chemotherapy according to the Medical Research Council's AML 10 protocol and achieved complete remission after a course of daunorubicin, cytarabine and etoposide. This was accompanied by resolution of her finger and toe clubbing, and the left hilar mass (confirmed by CT). She received consolidation chemotherapy with daunorubicin, cytarabine and etoposide, followed by amascarine, cytarabine and etoposide.

The leukaemia relapsed 2 months after initial diagnosis. Initially there was no evidence of finger or toe clubbing, and there was no hilar mass on chest X-ray. The leukaemia proved resistant to further intensive chemotherapy and a few weeks later she developed marked finger clubbing and died. Permission for autopsy was refused.

Discussion

The current case of acute myeloid leukaemia had marked finger clubbing associated with a likely intrathoracic hilar granulocytic sarcoma at presentation. Granulocytic sarcomas are a well-recognized complication of acute myeloid leukaemia and occur in just under 1% of cases7 and have been reported in most parts of the body.8 Two cases of mediastinal granulocytic sarcomas have been described in association with acute myeloid leukaemia but finger clubbing was not reported.9,10 Although
histological confirmation was technically not possible, it is likely that the mediastinal mass in the present case was a granulocytic sarcoma because both the hilar mass and digital clubbing resolved when leukaemic remission was achieved with chemotherapy.

There have been a number of explanations for clubbing of the fingers. The most popular theory invokes a circulating vasodilator, such as platelet-derived growth factor, which is normally inactivated by the lungs. This would explain the clubbing seen in the right to left cardiac shunts, and with tumours and inflammatory lesions in the lung. We hypothesize that our patient had an abnormal circulation within the granulocytic sarcoma and this could account for the development of the digital clubbing. Clubbing recurred soon after relapse of the leukaemia but, although there was no obvious mass on chest X-ray, the presence of a hilar granulocytic sarcoma at relapse could not be excluded as autopsy was refused.

The current case demonstrates that the presence of acquired digital clubbing associated with hilar mass is not necessarily indicative of bronchogenic carcinoma in a newly diagnosed case of acute myeloid leukaemia. Chemotherapy may not only lead to remission of the leukaemia, but also resolution of the clubbing and hilar mass, and should be administered in cases where biopsy is not possible.
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